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The Games
Did you know that the Pan Am Games are the third largest international
multi-sport Games after Olympic Summer Games and Asian Games. The
2015 Games will have double the number of athletes competing compared
to the 2010 Vancouver Olympics. All
this sporting excitement takes place July
10 – 26 (Parapan Am Games Aug 7 -15)
at more than 30 venues around Toronto
and southern Ontario. There will be 41
countries, 20,000 volunteers, 10,000 athletes, coaches & officials competing in 51
different sports disciplines. And, the total
budget for the games organizing committee is $1.4 billion!

The Sports
A total of 36 summer sports (51 sports disciplines which is a division of the
sport) and 364 medal events will be performed at the games. Some of the
more unusual sports you will see at this Pan Am games include wake board &
water skiing, bowling, roller figure skating and roller speed skating!
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The Pan Am Games Gymnastics & The
Oakville Gymnastics Club
Gymnastics, one of the most popular sports at the
Pan Am Games, will take place at the historic arena
at Exhibition Place known as the Toronto (Ricoh)
Coliseum. A hopeful favourite to watch will be Rosie
MacLennan, the reigning Olympic champion and Pan
American Games champion in the individual trampoline event.
The Games Gymnastics will include 176 gymnasts competing in 3 different disciplines – Artistic (114 gymnasts), Rhythmic (46) and Trampoline (16). Canada
will have full teams of 5 men and 5 women artistic gymnasts, 2 rhythmic gymnasts
and a team of 5 ‘group’ rhythmic gymnasts (perform together) and a team of 2
men and 2 women trampoline gymnasts. Spectators will witness men and women
perform riveting routines over nine pressure-filled days of competition.
OGC’s own men’s artistic coaches Greg Jackson and Jason Haid were two of only
eight Canadian judges selected for the Men’s Artistic delegation. They will be judging the Men’s team, individual and apparatus events that take place July 11th – 15th.
One of the most unique stadiums, the Rogers Centre, will host the exhilarating Opening Ceremonies of the
Games choreographed and put on by Canada’s own unique Cirque du Soleil. Cirque held try-outs in Feb to
find young gymnasts, acrobats and dancers to perform in the opening ceremonies. Hundreds tried out with only
135 being chosen. Several of OGC’s athletes, including Theo Rots-Chan, Teanna Paris and Claire Wald, were
selected to perform in a ‘lyrical dance’ number during the opening performance which is being held very secret
but is sure to be a spectacular event on July 10th.
– Jane Robertson
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OK, enough of the acronyms! Parents, athletes and visitors to the Oakville Gymnastics
Club often have questions about our programs, our facility, and our coaches. To help keep
everyone informed, the OGC is starting a new program to ensure your questions get addressed. In this newsletter you will find the first round of some of the most common and
frequently asked questions and answers. Look for other questions and answers on the TV
screens in the viewing area, subsequent newsletters and the website (to come). If you have
a burning question you would like addressed, submit it in writing and drop it in the coach’s
feedback box on the OGC reception desk and we will make our best efforts to answer and
publish your question.

Why is it so hot in the gym?
The gym heating and cooling computer is controlled by the town.
When a temperature change is needed we alert the town but it
takes awhile as it is such a large space with a high ceiling.

What is the difference between the Recreational
and Competitive gymnastic programs?
Rec programs introduce kids to gymnastics and allows them to
progress through various skill levels. Competitive programs are
for gymnasts who want to train to acquire skills that will allow
them to compete based on their skill and age level.

What are Volunteer Hours and Mandatory Meet Hours?
Clubs are required to host meets and therefore competitive parents must assist as a requirement
for being in the competitive program. Volunteer hours are really commitment hours that families
do to lower family fees to help with various needs at the Club.
Wayne Hussey
Chief Executive Officer
Oakville Gymnastics Club
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Women’s Artistic
Program Update
From Provincial Qualifiers to Provincial
Championships to Eastern Championships
The Women’s Artistic Program had a very busy, fun and successful year. It started with the Provincial
Qualifiers hosted by Oakville Gymnastics Club which would not have been possible without the help of all
our parent and athlete volunteers. Thank you all so much, it was a huge success. The season wound up at the
Provincial Championships in Windsor, April 9th – 12th . The OGC Women’s Artistic Program was represented
by 9 athletes in Windsor and the results were exceptional. Kathryn Doran (National Open level Age 13/16) won
the title of Provinical Beam Champion and qualified to represent Ontario at the Eastern Championships May 8th
– 10th in Moncton NB (picture 1). Sarah Scholten (Level 9, Age 14+) won the title of Provincial Vault Champion and also won a bronze medal on beam. Charlie Lister (Level 8, Age 12/13) won a bronze medal on vault and
Soraya Shahani, one of our youngest competitors (level 6, Age 10), won a bronze medal on beam. We added a
lot more ribbons and plenty of personal bests by Hannah Gula, Jordyn Lynch, Micayah Coutinho, Tendai
Singano and Sydney Nash. Oakville Gymnastics Club is so proud of all our athletes, congratulations!

Meeting Nadia Comaneci – OGC in Oklahoma
17 of our athletes traveled to Oklahoma to compete in February and represented the Oakville Gymnastics Club; making us incredibly proud by gathering 14 gold, 6 silver and 7 bronze medals and lots of ribbons.
They also had the privilege of meeting the one and only Nadia Comaneci, the first female gymnast to be awarded a perfect 10 score in an Olympic event at the 1976 Montreal Olympics (picture 2).

Meet April Chappell – New WAG coach
April is a level 2 cerfitied coach with 8 years of experience coaching invitational, pre-competitive and
competitive levels at Milton Springers and Revolution Gymnastics. She was a competitive provincial athlete
and a member of the cheerleading team that won the Nationals in 2012. She studied Math at Wilfred Laurier
University and in her spare time she spends it with family and friends and her two dogs. We welcome April to
the Oakville Gymnastics Club (picture 3).
(Continued on next page)
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2) OGC team meets Nadia Comaneci

1) Kathryn
Doran
representing
Ontario at the
Eastern
Championships
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Men’s Artistic Program Update
This has been a well-travelled season for the Men’s Program as our provincial level boys have represented our club at competitions across Canada;
From Calgary, Alberta to Windsor, Ontario and finally Moncton, New
Brunswick. Congratulations to all the boys as they were impressive all season long and best of luck to those who still have competitions remaining!
We placed six boys on Team Ontario for the University of Calgary International Invitational, all of whom finished in the Top 6 All Around. Aidan
Chin, Ireneo Membrere, Kieran Byrne, Max Perrier, Evan Smeets, and
Jayson Rampersad all earned spots on their respective teams due to their
impressive results at the Second Ontario Cup in Bracebridge. All of our
gymnasts came home with their fair share of hardware and Evan and Ireneo
Greg Jackson
won their respective AllMen’s Artistic Program
Around titles. In addition
to outstanding out-ofprovince results the boys had a wonderful team-building
experience. To top it off they had the opportunity to travel to
Banff National Park and enjoy a gondola ride with their teammates.
Our Provincial level boys finished up the last of three qualifying meets and then attended the Provincial Championships in
Windsor. We had some impressive finishes and personal bests
at all levels including Ireneo Membrere and Evan Smeets
who were Provincial Level 3 Champions in their age groups.
Oakville brought home a staggering total of 52 medals!
We had top 3 finishes on one or more events for Will
McIntyre, Mateo Neves, Vince Olivo-Espinosa, and Ethan
Newman in Provincial Level 1 and Erik Pan, Dylan
Membrere, and Logan Brown in Provincial Level 2. In
Provincial Levels 3, 4, and 5, Keagan Mulvey and Kieran
Byrne both finished 2nd All Around and Logan Pedersen,
Aidan Chin, and Andrew Sheehan all finished in the top 3.
Max Perrier secured medals on two of his best events,
Parallel Bars and High Bar. Congratulations to all who
attended as you represented our club well!
(Continued on next page)
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For their outstanding performances at Provincials
Championships, Aidan, Ireneo, Kieran, Max, Evan,
Jayson, Logan Pedersen, and Andrew Sheehan earned
spots on Team Ontario for the Eastern Canadian
Championships held in Moncton, New Brunswick.
Coaches Greg and Dave will also be attending as they
have been selected as team coaches for their respective divisions.
As the Provincial season begins to wind down our
Developmental groups have already started ramping
up preparations for the Interclub Invitational season.
Logan Brown on P-Bar
These boys train from four to twelve hours per week
and will attend two invitational meets; one in St.
Catherines and one in Burlington, Ontario. These meets provide great opportunities for the boys to learn how to
compete and perform under pressure, to showcase their routines and skills they have been working on throughout the year, and to meet new friends from around the province who love gymnastics just as they do.
We are all getting excited for the
Pan-American Games to be held
in Toronto this summer. Both Greg
and Jason, as International judges,
have been selected to judge at the
event. We hope that many of you
will get the opportunity to witness
some of the best gymnasts in the
world as they compete for their
country!

L to R: Nicolas Sachade, Saje Kler, Oscar Davies, Cesar Lefeuvre,
Matthew Beaton, Carlos Ortega Zarate, Daniel Oroszlan, Will Pokou,
Liam Mateer, Will McIntyre and Denis Chuprys - this was taken at
the Provincial Championships
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Special thanks to Ricardo, Allison,
and Heidi for all of their hard work
throughout the season. It takes time,
effort, and patience as they continually re-enforce life skills such as
focus, perseverance, and independence. These three do not just coach
to develop exceptional young gymnasts but exceptional young boys.
We are looking forward to another
successful season in 2015-2016!
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Recreational Program Update
Success with our New Programs!
Thank you to everyone who has participated in the new programs that we
introduced in January 2015! As a reminder, here are some of the great new
ways your children can get some exercise, learn some new gymnastics skills
and make some new friends:
PA Day Camps

Karinda Isaacs

During the next school year we will be hosting even more PA Day Camps!
Full Day camp is available for children aged 4-12 years, and information will
be available in the office later this year. Registration will open 4 weeks prior
to each of the Camp dates, so make sure you don’t miss out!

Recreational Program Director

Drop-In Mondays
It has been a lot of fun to see many new faces stopping by the gym on Mondays! Drop-In
has been running from 9:30-11:30am each Monday from January to June, and is open to
children who are walking unassisted up to 5 years old. Not only have some new people
been introduced to the wonderful world of gymnastics, but some of our current members
have been enjoying some extra playtime each week with their kids!
This program will not run during the summer due to the popularity of our Summer Camps,
however, we do plan to continue them in September!
Advanced Girls Recreation Program
Our Advanced Girls Recreational program has been a great success! After only
one session, we have already introduced an additional class for girls aged 9+!!!
The program is geared toward girls who are working on Level 5 or higher,
and is split into two age groups: 6-8 year olds and those who are 9+ years. In
the advanced program, our athletes continue to work their way through our 12
level system. The 2 hour class allows them additional time to improve their
strength and flexibility which will assist them in achieving the more advanced
skills.
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Summer Programs
Summer is just around the corner and Oakville Gymnastics
Club is getting ready! Registration is open for 9 weeks of
camp and evening classes!
Summer Camp
NEW this year is full day camp (9am-4pm) for children
aged 4-5 years! We also still offer half day camp (9am12pm or 1-4pm) as an option. Gym Mini Cricket campers
will participate in games, gymnastics activities and crafts
that incorporate the weekly theme.
For ages 6-12 years, we offer either half day or full day
camp programs. In addition to the games, crafts and gymnastics instruction that our half day campers experience,
our full day campers will participate in outdoor activities,
swimming and an outing or special on-site activity.
Summer Session Evening Classes
Our Summer Session classes are offered on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday evenings from July 7th to September 3rd. Available classes include Parent and Tot (18 months-3 years), Gym Mini Crickets (3-5 years), Girls
and Boys Recreational (6-10 years), Trampoline and Tumbling (ages 7+), and Acro (ages 6+).
For more information on our Summer Programs, pick up a brochure from our administration desk or check out
our website www.oakvillegym.com .

Coaching Opportunities
Coaching is a fulfilling profession which can be started as young as 13 years old. Hours are flexible as they
include daytime, evenings, and weekends. We are always looking for new coaches and encourage parents, students, and friends to inquire about opportunities with Oakville Gymnastics Club.
We provide a high level of coach training within our club, and ensure that all coaches complete certification
courses required by the National Coaching Certification Program.
Many of our coaches come from a gymnastics background, however, anyone who is interested in working with
children and fostering a child’s interest in an active lifestyle is considered. High school students also have the
opportunity to complete their mandatory volunteer hours for school. To apply for a position in the Recreational
Program, please send your resume to Lauren Cohen, Recreational Program Manager at l.cohen@oakvillegym.
com .
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Power Tumbling Update
The Power Tumbling program at the Oakville Gymnastics Club has had a
great 2014-2015 season thus far!
Our interclub and developmental athletes have competed in 3 competitions
so far this season, at Osborne Academy of Acrobatics, our own event called
Tumblers, Tiaras and Tuxedos as well as at Core Training Gymnastics.
They have 2 events left for this season and we wish them all the best of
luck!

Niki Lavoie

Tumbling Program

Our Provincial level tumblers have had a great season! Along with our qualifiers, we also took a bus trip of 19 athletes to Longeuil, Quebec to participate in their Third Provincial Qualifier! It was high level of competition but
we all had a great weekend and came home with some podium finishes.

Andrew Brown LaPalme and Brady Lukas brought home gold medals in
Provincial 1 and 2 respectively. Megan Turnbull was silver in the Provincial
Level 3 category and Kaylen Lintott and Maxx Brunetta took bronze medals in the Provincial 1 and Provincial
level 2 categories.
Provincial Championships ended with OGC taking home 5 overall medals! Special congratulations to our
own Provincial Champion in Men’s Level 1, Andrew Brown-LaPalme!
Emily Harrison brought home the silver medal in Provincial 4.
Bronze Medalists were Maxx Brunetta in Provincial level 3, Helen Dong in Provincial Level 3 and Lea Lablanc
in Provinicial 1.
Congratulations to our 7 athletes (Emily Harrison, Melissa Kiley, Helen Dong, Maxx Brunetta, Brady Lukas,
Nali Abdul Kreem and Andrew Brown LaPalme) who have qualified to be part of Team Ontario to compete at
the Eastern Canadian Championships from May 8-10th in Moncton, New Brunswick.
The National athletes have only really just begun their season! Their major events are still to come, with Provincials at the end of May and National Championships in July in Calgary, Alberta. We will have 10 athletes
represent OGC and Ontario at this year’s National Championships.
The Junior and Senior National athletes have competed in one National trial event, Canada Cup. This event,
held in March in Kamloops, B.C., was the first trials for Worlds and World Age Group Championships for many
of our athletes.
(Continued on next page)
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OGC Tumbling Group Montreal Competition 2015
Haven Swarts was first overall in the Junior Category, Dezember Treleaven as well as Ben Senior were 4th in
their first National event as Senior level tumblers!! Michael Chaves was first after the preliminary round going
into finals but unfortunately suffered an injury in his first pass of the final round.
We travelled from B.C., to Las Vegas to compete in the All Star Games. This was a very exciting event for our
athletes!! It is an arial sports competition, hosting over 250 cheer teams, power tumbling athletes from 3 countries, syncro tumbling, acrobatic gymnastics and tricking. It was a great event for our athletes to experience
and our athletes showed great performances in Power Tumbling, Synchronized Tumbling as well as Acrobatic
Gymnastics (Ben Senior and Alyssia Corderio).
Some were also fortunate enough to get to see Jonathan Meehan (former OGC tumbler) perform in his new
show, with Cirque du Soleil called LOVE.
Power Tumbling Tid-Bits!
• A competitive power tumbling pass consists of 5-8 flips down the tumbling strip, depending on the level of 		
the athlete.
• The rod floor is made of fiber glass rods.
• The length of the tumbling strip is 80 feet.
• The score for a Power Tumbling pass comes from 5 execution judges (top and bottom scores are thrown
(Continued on next page)
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out) and 2 Degree of Difficulty judges (one score). The 3 execution scores are added to the degree of 		
difficulty to come up with a total score for each pass.
Currently, the Power Tumbling program at the OGC has 66 athletes, ranging in age from 5 to 26! This
makes us the largest Tumbling program in the country!
The biggest end-skill in the world currently is a triple layout! Performed by past World Champion, Kristof
Willerton of Great Britain.
This year’s World Championships and World Age Group Championships will take place in late November
in Denmark.
Although power tumbling is a non-Olympic sport, we do participate in the World Games, which actually
host more events and athletes than the Olympic Games.
This year’s World Championships will include a favorite event, team finals, which occurs every second year.
For the past 7 years, the OGC tumbling program has had athletes compete in either the World Champion
ships or World Age Group Championships!
There are now NCAA power tumbling scholarships offered through the University of Hawaii.
Many of our long-term athletes are accepted into circus school or performance companies such as Cirque du
Soleil.
Currently, we have one athlete attending the National Circus school and 1 athlete in Cirque and 1 athlete
working with Franco Dagrone.
Together, Don and Niki have travelled to over a dozen countries with athletes over the past 17 years!
–Niki Lavoie

The OGC Tumbling Team attending the 2015 All Star Games in Las Vegas.
Front row (kneeling): Naomi Smith, Alyssia Cordiero, Haven Swarts, Teanna Paris,
Back row (standing): Suzie Owen, Niki Lavoie, Seamus O’Donoughue, Jared Khalifa, Emma Chau,
Ben Senior, Emily Harrison, Elizabeth Karam, DonHolmes, Karen Dance
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Acrobatic Gymnastics Then and Now
The OGC has one of the largest and strongest Acrobatic Gymnastics
programs in Canada. This is something we can boast about now but it has
been through careful, long term planning that we went from a two hours
per week recreational class to a 22 hours per week elite team.
I

I was very fortunate to attend the 2005 World Games in Duisberg,
Germany as the Canadian Team Coach for Power Tumbling. 2005 also
happened to be the first year that Niki and I had come to the OGC to start
rebuilding a faltering Tumbling and Trampoline program that had only 9
athletes. Though I was at the World Games for Power Tumbling, I was
blown away by the Acrobatic Gymnastics competition.
Don Holmes

THEN - 2007

Tumbling & Acro Program

The height, agility, flexibility and theatricality of Acrobatic Gymnastics inspired me to start making plans
to develop an Acro Program at our club and in Canada. In 2007 I requested permission to start a Sunday
night Acrobatic Gymnastics class. I hand-picked a
few enthusiastic coaches and athletes to start training
the basics of partner gymnastics.
I met with the Technical Director of Gymnastics
Ontario to begin the preparations for an Acrobatic
Gymnastics Technical Committee for Gymnastics
Ontario. In 2009 I spoke with the CEO of Gymnastics Canada about getting Acro established but he was
not all that keen until Cirque du Soleil nudged Gymnastics Canada to start developing acrobatic gymnastics. Cirque du Soleil takes 70% of its athletesto-artists from Acrobatic Gymnastics and only 30%
from Artistic Gymnastics, Trampoline and Tumbling.
For Cirque developing a strong acrobatic gymnastics
program in Canada would help them achieve their
mandate of hiring Canadians over foreign workers to
fill their shows.
(Continued on next page)
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Right: Ellie Radoikovich and Avery Palkovic.
Standing: Caitlin from Gymnastics Mississauga
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THEN - 2007

Front: Sloane and Katrina Pacher
Middle: Kacy Gray, Ricardo Smith, Kirby Palkovic, Elle Radoikovich
Standing back: Teresa Mikola, Ceresa Vanleshout, Don Holmes, Jamie Patrick
Though Gymnastics Canada’s involvement has progressed at a snail’s pace, Gymnastics Ontario and OGC have
progressed rapidly. In our club we set a process of adding a few more hours each year until we achieved our desired number of hours to create the ideal program model for Acro. The 2015/2016 season will be the first year
that we offer our ideal program model both in number of hours and number of athletes. Our program currently
offers only 48 spots as floor time is at a premium in our extremely full club. It is important that we maintain a
program that fits the parameters of our club space and the club’s desires of offering a diversity of programs for
all athletes. Bigger programs are not always better programs.
We have also progressed on the coaching side from my limited knowledge in the beginning. I educated myself
by taking international coaching courses and overcame the laborious task of finding and hiring experts from
abroad to bring depth and experience to our staff. Providing excellent coaching for our first generation of acrobats is extremely important as they are an investment in our future. Many of these current acrobats are now
starting to coach the recreational, developmental and provincial level acrobatics classes. “Better is Better” is
what I heard in my hiring interview and I strive to achieve this in my both of the programs I work in. I am looking forward to seeing what we are able to achieve in the future.

(Continued on next page)
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We are currently preparing for the 2016 World Championships in China and hope to have many of our
OGC acrobats on the Canadian Team. Thank you to
all of the athletes and families who have believed in
my vision for Acrobatic Gymnastics.

NOW - 2015

– Don Holmes

NOW - 2015

Age Group 11-16 women’s trio
performing a balance skill at the
2nd Ontario Cup competition;
Tessa Chiricosta (base),
Daniella Mendoza (base), and
Janelle Coutinho (top)
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Women’s trio performing an
international level balance;
Sophie Lake (main base),
Kelsey Horn (middle), and
Tessa Hickey (top).
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Meet the Gymnast: SORAYA SHAHANI
It is no surprise that the “Dork Diaries” are Soraya
(Sor-aye-ah) Shahani’s favourite book series. When
I asked one word to describe herself, Soraya said
“dorky” and I think many would agree. There are no
shortage of funny stories and adventures about her.
She makes her teammates, coaches and parents laugh
at her funny quips and antics. When I told Soraya
that the upcoming WAG athlete article was going to
be written about her, she looked at me in confusion
and asked “why?”
Well, where should I begin? Should I start with her
competition successes including reaching Provincial
Championships in her first year competing qualifiers?
What about the Provincial Championship medal on
beam, the fifth place finish on floor? Her 2nd overall
at the Nadia Comaneci Oklahoma Invitational. Maybe I should talk about her drive to learn new skills, or
her crazy, funny personality.
Why the article? … It is an opportunity to introduce
Soraya to those who have not had the opportunity to
be inspired by her drive to succeed or had the chance to watch her perform both as an athlete and, on a personal
level, as a wacky, funny, absolutely terrific, young 10 year old!
Soraya began her gymnastics career at the age of 6. She joined the Oakville Gymnastics Club as a recreational
gymnast after attending a birthday party at OGC. During her classes, her attention was always drawn to the
competitive gymnasts. She often asked her mother if she could move into the competitive stream. When a spot
opened up, Soraya jumped right in and hasn’t looked back since.
You would think a 20hr/week training schedule, plus full time French immersion schooling and a busy home
life would eventually wear on a growing girl but Soraya is always one of the last girls to leave the gym after
training. I really think the girls would live at OGC if they could.
Her training does overlap with some school time so I asked her if it was difficult to balance school and gym.
She said, “yes”, because she misses a lot of one subject but went on to tell me how she stays in at break and
does “office hours - school work”. She is able to keep up with her schooling by forgoing some extracurricular
activities. We hear how gymnastics teaches many life skills including focus, discipline, determination and time
(Continued on next page)
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management. Well, Soraya is focused on succeeding
in sport and at school. She knows what she wants
and realizes that to accomplish it, she must have the
discipline to give up some “fun” time with friends to
train seriously and maintain good grades in school.
When she does get some time to herself, she spends it
doing … you guessed it … gymnastic oriented sports.
She likes to bounce on her trampoline and go to
indoor trampoline parks. She also likes to swim. Her
friends understand how important gymnastics is to
her and make time to play with her when her schedule
allows.
Soraya not only has the support of her friends, she
also benefits from a very supportive family including
an older brother (Nick) who sat through 3 full days
of gymnastics competition, without one complaint, to
cheer her on at Provincial Championships. She says
that he even offers words of encouragement when she
is scared to try a new skill.
Soraya loves her coaches (Alexa Takacs and Lorne
Bobkin). She likes the way they explain skills to
her and laughs when she is teased with
“Soraya, you make me cry’a”, “Daffy
Duck” or “dork”. She was nervous
about having a coach change at the
beginning of the season but says that
she loves it now. She says that they are
very supportive and encouraging.
Her group trains through the summer
and she is looking forward to learning
new skills. Right now she is working
on getting Giants on bars and a Tsukahara on what she calls the “real” vault.
She has just learned to connect 2 back
handsprings on beam and is “flying
high” on floor. She said that she was
scared to start working on Giants but is
(Continued on next page)
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glad that she has the skill on the strap bar and is excited to move it to the “real” bars. Her eyes light up when
she tells me that every new skill learned offers the chance to move up into a higher level.
Success never comes without trials, and Soraya has had her share of them, including an ankle injury that sidelined her for months - followed up with a broken arm. I asked her if she had a funny story to tell about herself… one that she didn’t mind sharing. She couldn’t think of one but told me to ask her friends. Instead I had
already picked up many funny stories from her mom. One of my favorites was about how she ended up with her
broken arm. It seems that Soraya broke it in grade 3 while chasing a boy! When asked if chasing the boy was
worth it, Soraya said, “yes. He is the fastest boy in school and I caught him!” Always a competitor! I hear that
there was even friendly competition about who had the best coloured cast when a teammate one-upped her with
two broken bones!
Soraya hopes to always be involved in gymnastics and said that she would like to coach one day. Her advice for
young gymnasts just starting out is to let them know that, “they are joining one of the most difficult sports in the
world” and, to take a page out of Soraya’s “Dork Diaries”, to be fearless, funny and focused!
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Meet the Gymnast: KEAGAN MULVEY
Work hard, play hard attitude pays off
for this rising star
Keagan Mulvey is not your typical 10-year old boy. Mature beyond
his years, Keagan spends most of his afternoons at the Oakville
Gymnastics Club training 20-hour weeks in the Men’s Artistic Program. Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday’s spare
time is dedicated to his gymnastics, but incredibly he is still able to
squeeze in practice for Rep soccer. Clearly talented, Keagan feels it
is important to keep all doors and options open. While gymnastics
is his sport of choice, he wants to ensure he keeps up with nurturing all his skills, whether this be gymnastics or soccer, so as to have
something to fall back on if one doesn’t work out. Considering
Keagan’s track record in his gymnastics performance, he won’t be
looking to alternative options.

A Grade 5 student at Ecole Elementaire Catholique Ste.
Marie in Oakville, Keagan participates in the Men’s
Artistic program at Provincial level. He explains that the
Artistic Program entails six events with routines on pommel horse, rings, parallel bars, high bar, floor and vault.
All events are individual. When asked his favourite of the
six, he doesn’t hesitate to name floor.
Keagan tells me he loves the flips that come with the floor
routine. He thrives on the high energy of the sport. His
mother, Kathleen LaPalme, confirms that Keagan is the
one gymnast you will see jumping up and down at practices. A clear release for his talented energy. Kathleen
proudly admits he manages to channel this energy prior to
a competition and incredibly he is clear and focussed.
(Continued on next page)
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Keagan started gymnastics in the recreational program at the age
of five. Unfortunately he dislocated his arm and had to take a
breather. When he returned to the gym he entered into artistic
program at the age of seven and has been focusing on this discipline for the past three years working to participate in the much
anticipated competitions.
Highlights of Keagan’s competitive performance include, winning first on floor –– and placing third overall at the 2012/2013
Level One (8-9) Provincials; placing second on High Bar coming
fourth all round at Provincials in 2013/2014 – Level Two (8-9).
Keagan was disappointed by this placing, but had suffered a back
injury doing a bridge on floor – his last event of the day. While
he managed to complete his last tumbling line and finish his routine, he was badly hurt.

Keagan tells me this was his toughest year yet, but he did place
second all round Level 3 (10-11) at the Windsor Ontario Provincial Cup and thus a very proud achievement. He confirms
that the turn of 2015 was the signal of a big comeback year. In
the first qualifier of 2015, Keagan placed 13th. Over the three
pre-qualifiers extending a four-month period, Keagan worked
his way back to the podium on four out of the six events. He
proudly confirms he was third on floor, second on pommel, third
on rings and parallel bars and fourth on the high bar.
As with many athletes, their peers and colleagues become an
extension of their family. For Keagan the Oakville Gymnastics
Club coaches and peers are his extended family. His sister also
does Interclub Tumbling.

(Continued on next page)
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When asked about his gym hero, he is adamant this is
his coach, Jason Haid. Asked if he was coach and what
advice he would give his students, Keagan confirms,
“Not every day will be your best day.”
He further tells me he would remind gymnasts that,
“There is a time for playing hard, but then also working
hard” -- Solid advice from this rising star who would
like to get into the senior program with the end goal of
reaching the Olympics.
For this well-rounded and mature young man, the
Olympics may not be as far off as he thinks.

–Written by Melanie Hayes
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Meet the Gymnast - EMILY HARRISON
“This is my life!”, Emily confidently declared when
asked how she feels about gymnastics.
Bubbly, focused and driven, Emily Harrison, who is
currently in her first competitive year at level 4 in the
power tumbling program at the Oakville Gymnastics
Club (OGC) is definitely not new to gymnastics.
Emily started in gymnastics recreationally when she
was four years old. She was formerly in the women’s
artistic program at the OGC where she worked hard and
performed well. Her favorite events were the floor and
vault and considered herself a “powerhouse”.
Although Emily loves artistic gymnastics, the amount
of training hours required in the gym was one of her
reasons for changing to power tumbling. She could still
enjoy her love of gymnastics but also have time outside of it for other things. “I wanted more time to relax”.
Her motivation to switch disciplines became clear in July 2014 due to the increasing skill level and difficulty
required in artistic gymnastics. “I like tumbling because I can focus on each pass and have no fear!”
Her choice to move to power tumbling has resulted in steadily improved accomplishments to date. Other than
suffering a foot injury at the 1st Ontario Cup and having to withdraw, Emily’s first year accomplishments in
provincial 4 are impressive:
2nd Ontario Cup – 4th place
3rd Ontario Cup – 7th place
Ontario Provincial Championships –
2nd place (silver)
2015 Eastern Canadian Championships – 5th place
“I was nervous but confident going
into the Ontario Championships. I
was really happy with my results
because my whips were better and it
was the first time I landed a double
tuck! After the preliminaries I felt
(Continued on next page)
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good because I found out I was in 3rd place going
into the finals.”
Emily also spoke about how much she enjoys training. She trains in the national group with Don Holmes
and Niki Lavoie. “The coaches are fun and supportive and know how to joke!” She has also made
friends with the other athletes within the group.
When asked what she likes to do outside of the gym
Emily enthusiastically noted the school sports she is
involved in such as soccer, basketball and volleyball.
“I also like being around my friends and going with
them to Yogurty’s.
As far as Emily’s goals for next year? “I want to mobilize at the 1st Ontario Cup to the national level and
fine tune my skills long term.” We are all watching
and supporting you Emily to achieve those impressive goals!
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Meet the Gymnasts:
THEO AND JAYDON ROTS-CHAN
Energetic, confident and talented are just a few words to describe
these two brothers. Theo who is the oldest brother is 12 years
old and in Grade 6. Jaydon is the younger of the boys and is 9
years old and is in Grade 3. Together they represent OGC as the
level 6 Men’s Pair Acro team. They have only been competing
for 2 years now, but with great success and progress behind them
their future looks bright.

During their first year of competing they earned gold at the 1st
Acro Cup, silver at the 2nd Acro Cup and gold at the National
Acro Cup. Both the boys competed individually as well as with
the Men’s Group team. At the beginning of their 2nd year of
competing Theo had a broken wrist so they did not compete at
the 1st Acro Cup. However with a lot of determination and hard
work they were ready to go for the 2nd and 3rd Acro Cups where
they earned a gold medal at both.
The Rots-Chan brothers are not only busy training 4 days a
week with Acro, they also keep themselves busy with modelling and acting in Toronto. Prior to joining the Acro team, Theo
was involved with baseball and Jaydon played soccer and up
until January the boys took jazz, tap and hip hop. This is something both the boys agreed was helpful with the Acro moves and
rhythm.
Next on their agenda will be the Acro Provincial Championships
and the National Cup both being hosted by OGC. Coach Mac
Senior is excited with the boys’ progress. He says they are hardworking athletes with a lot of energy.
(Continued on next page)
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Theo also has a very exciting summer ahead of him. He was chosen to participate in the
opening ceremonies at the Pan Am Games performing with Cirque du Soleil.
On behalf of OGC, good luck Theo and Jaydon on your future endeavours because your
accomplishments so far show that your future shows a lot of promise.
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Clinic Corner
WHY CHIROPRACTIC?.....

Dr. Scott Lee

Glen Abbey Massage
& Sports Injury Clinic

This is a question I’ve been asked for many
years. Why do I use chiropractic as part of
my healthcare? It’s natural, it’s extremely
safe, it helps correct the problem not just
the symptom and it works. These have been just a few of the great reasons
I’ve heard from patients. For me, the reason is...IT’S LOGICAL. This
seems like a crazy reason to address such a serious decision, but when you
truly understand chiropractic the logic makes so much sense.

The logic of using chiropractic for biomechanical problems of joints and muscles is obvious. Chiropractic
works to correct dysfunction of muscles, joints and related structures by first finding the nature of the problem,
then returning proper function and mobility to the area/s to reduce stress on the tissue. If these problems are
left uncorrected for too long, more serious dysfunctions will result. This leads to more complicated corrections
and more time needed for healing, if it is still possible. So it makes sense to use chiropractic early for joint and
muscle problems.
Less obvious logic is how chiropractic can help improve and maintain your general health and well being. To
understand this logic we must first examine some important facts:
1) Your central nervous system (brain and spinal cord) controls or modifies all activities of all the organs,
tissues and cells in your body. Your central nervous system (C.N.S.) tells your organs, glands, bones, 		
muscles etc. How to function, heal, deal with stress and most importantly how to live.
2) Your C.N.S. communicates with your body through a complex network of nerves. These nerves act as a
communication lifeline that takes all the vital instructions from your C.N.S. to the organs, tissues, cells 		
of your body. If these nerve lifelines are pinched, irritated, inflamed etc., then the message they 			
carry may be insufficient to properly control the function of the organs/tissues they supply. This 			
will hinder the ability of that organ or tissue to function optimally and leads to
dysfunction, reduced healing or disease of these structures.
3) The nerve lifelines must travel between the bones of your spine to deliver their vital messages. Even a 		
small unnoticed spinal problem may put stress on these nerves that can result in a slow loss of function 		
in the organ or tissues they supply.
Most people have heard of the problem sciatica. This is an irritation of the sciatic nerve as it travels through a
problematic low back and pelvic area. It can result in pain, numbness and tingling down the leg(s).
(Continued on next page)
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Leg muscles may become weak and shrink which can lead to knee
and foot problems. All of this occurs because a problem in the
lower back/pelvis has irritated the sciatic nerve.
But what if the spinal problem was in a different location and the
nerve it irritated took vital messages to your bowel, kidney liver,
stomach, lungs or heart. If your C.N.S. can’t communicate properly with these organs they too may dysfunction, not heal properly
or be more prone to disease.
So now the logic becomes more apparent. Keep your spine
healthy to keep your nervous system healthy, so it can do its job
to keep your body healthy.
Chiropractic is simple and straight forward. It helps to correct
spinal dysfunctions; that’s it. Chiropractic doesn’t heal you, in fact
no therapy, medicine or health care heals you. Only you can heal
yourself if your nervous system can do its job.
Who should have chiropractic care? Since most spinal problems
start small and may go unnoticed for years, it is important to find
and correct them early. Everybody who has a spine should have a
spinal check-up. Spinal exams should start in early childhood and continue well into the golden years. If maintained regularly your spine and nervous system will help your body live to its fullest potential!
What does a chiropractic adjustment do to my body?
It does lots of great things. At the moment, you receive a chiropractic adjustment to remove subluxations in your body, hundreds of thousands of body functions improve. Scientists are still discovering all the
things a chiropractic adjustment does for you. Research has found the following health improvements to name
a few:
•
•
•
•
•

Decreased blood pressure (if needed)
Improvement in breathing and lung capacity in normal and asthmatic patients
Relieved symptoms of inflammations in osteoarthritis
Enhanced immune function
Improved intestinal and urinary function
– By Dr. Scott Lee

To book an appointment with Dr. Lee, Niki, or John at the Glen Abbey Massage & Sports Injury Clinic,
see the OGC front desk staff or call (905) 847-7747 Ext 10
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Thanks to our OGC Sponsors
and Partners for their Support!

ERIN MILLS ACURA

Remember to check out the
Lost & Found table in the
lower lobby to retrieve
missing and forgotten items!

RUSSELL ALLEGRA
LAW OFFICE

Fast Track Editorial Team
For the latest news,
online registration,
and links to the
program blogs, check
out the OGC website!
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